Dual SIM Smartphones - Global Strategic Analysis

Description: This report analyzes the worldwide markets for Dual SIM Smartphones in Thousand Units. The report provides separate comprehensive analytics for the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Middle East & Africa, and Latin America.

Annual estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2014 through 2020. Also, a five-year historic analysis is provided for these markets. Market data and analytics are derived from primary and secondary research. Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including company URLs.

The report profiles 106 companies including many key and niche players such as:

Asustek Computer Inc.
Coolpad
G'Five International Limited
Gionee Communication Equipment Co. Ltd.
HTC Corporation
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Global Market Outlook

Developing Countries Continue to Dominate Global Sales & Offer Lucrative Growth Opportunities
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4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Smartphones
Dual SIM Smartphones
## Evolution

### Types of Dual SIM Smartphones

- **Active Dual SIM Phones**

### Benefits

### Limitations

## 5. PRODUCT LAUNCHES

- **Samsung Unveils Dual-SIM Variant of Galaxy Note 5**
- **Huawei Introduces Mate 8**
- **Spice Unveils Nexian in India**
- **HTC Introduces HTC 728G Smartphone in India**
- **Swipe Rolls Out Swipe Elite 2 in India**
- **Intex Unveils Aqua V5**
- **Micromax Rolls Out Canvas Spark**
- **Micromax Introduces Canvas Knight in India**
- **Nokia Rolls Out Nokia 222 and Nokia 222 Dual SIM in India**
- **Xiaomi Rolls Out Xiaomi Redmi Note 2 in India**
- **HTC Launches HTC Desire 820G+ in India**
- **Gionee Unveils ELIFE S7 in India**
- **InFocus Mobiles Introduces InFocus M2 in India**
- **HTC Unveils Dual SIM Octa-Core 526G+ in India**
- **Celkon Rolls Out Millennia 2GB Xpress in India**
- **Intex Introduces Aqua 3G Pro and Aqua 3G Strong in India**
- **Meizu Introduces m2 note in China**
- **Asus Launches ZenFone Selfie in Taiwan**
- **Microsoft Introduces Lumia 540 Dual SIM**
- **Lenovo to Unveil Lenovo A1900**
- **Xiaomi Rolls Out Redmi 2 in India**
- **Microsoft Introduces Lumia 532 and Lumia 435**
- **Microsoft Unveils Nokia 215 Dual SIM in India**
- **Intex Introduces Aqua Star L in India**
- **BQ Unveils UBUNTU Smartphone**
- **Celkon Rolls Out OCTA 510**
- **Micromax Introduces Canvas Hue in India**
- **Coolpad Introduces X7 in China**
- **Huawei Introduces Honor 3C**
- **NGM Introduces NGM Harley Davidson Edition Handset in Spain**
- **Microsoft Rolls Out Lumia 830, 735 and 730 in India**
- **Obi Mobiles Unveils Octopus S520 in India**
- **Tecno Rolls Out R7**
- **Karbonn Introduces A50S in India**
- **Pantel Unveils Penta Bharat Range**
- **MOTOROLA Unveils MOTO E in India**
- **Sony Introduces Xperia M2 Dual in India**
- **Allview Introduces S6 Style**
- **Nokia Rolls Out Dual-SIM Lumia 630, Lumia 635 and Lumia 930**
- **Haier Launches Dual-SIM Smartphones Range in Pakistan**
- **Karbonn Rolls Out Four Dual-SIM Smartphones**
- **Intex Unveils Three Dual-SIM Smartphones**
- **Sony Unveils Xperia Z3 and Z3 Compact**
- **Microsoft Introduces Nokia X2**
- **RCom Rolls Out Novel Dual-SIM Phone**
- **HTC Unveils Desire 210 and Desire 816**
- **Samsung Introduces Dual-SIM Galaxy S5**
- **Sony Unveils Xperia T2 Ultra Dual**
- **Sony Rolls Out Dual-SIM Xperia™ M2**
- **Micromax Introduces Canvas Nitro 2**
- **Nokia Unveils Dual-SIM Asha 502**
- **XOLO Introduces Dual-SIM Q2000**
- **Idea Cellular Unveils Idea Ultra**
- **Karbonn Unveils Dual-SIM Smartphones**
- **Whoop Introduces Whoop Echo**
- **Panasonic Launches P11 and T11**
Explay Rolls Out Explay T825, Explay T400, Explay Fin
Maxx Mobile Introduces AX9Z Race and AX8 Race in India
Starmobile Introduces Flirt
Acer Showcases Noval Dual-SIM Phones in India
Videocon Mobile Unveils Videocon A27 in India
Orange Rolls Out Dual-SIM Nalongo
Samsung Rolls Out Galaxy Grand
Nokia Introduces Nokia 114 in India
MTS India Rolls Out Micromax Canvas Blaze
HTC Introduces HTC One Dual-SIM in the UK
Idea Cellular Rolls Out Aurus 4 in India
HTC Unveils Desire 601, Desire 700, Desire 501 Phones
Sony Introduces Xperia C in India
ARCHOS Launches Smartphones Range
Nokia Rolls Out 108 and 108 Dual SIM Feature Phones
Sony Launches Dual-SIM Xperia M
Karbonn Introduces Karbonn smart A4+
Nokia Introduces Asha 501
LG Launches Optimus L-Series II in India
Lava Introduces Iris 349, Iris 351 and Iris 355 in India
Motorola Rolls Out Razr D1 and D3
Videocon Rolls Out A27 Dual-SIM Smartphone
Samsung Unveils REX Series
Nokia Launches 'Asha 310'
Samsung Unveils Dual-SIM Galaxy Grand in India
Lava Rolls Out Lava Iris 501

6. FOCUS ON SELECT PLAYERS
Asustek Computer Inc. (Taiwan)
Coolpad (India)
G’Five International Limited (China)
Gionee Communication Equipment Co. Ltd. (China)
HTC Corporation (Taiwan)
Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. (China)
Lenovo (China)
Motorola Mobility LLC (US)
LG Electronics, Inc. (South Korea)
Maxx Mobile Communications Ltd. (India)
Micromax Informatics Limited (India)
Microsoft Corporation (US)
Meizu Telecom Equipment Co., Ltd. (China)
OPPO Electronics Corp. (China)
Sony Mobile Communications Inc. (Japan)
Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. (South Korea)
Spice Mobility Ltd. (India)
TCL Communication (China)
vivo Electronics Corp. (China)
Xiaomi (China)
ZTE Corporation (China)
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IV. COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

Total Companies Profiled: 106 (including Divisions/Subsidiaries 116)

The United States (11)
Canada (1)
Japan (2)
Europe (14)
- France (3)
- Germany (1)
- The United Kingdom (4)
- Italy (2)
- Spain (1)
- Rest of Europe (3)
Asia-Pacific (Excluding Japan) (84)
Latin America (1)
Africa (2)
Middle East (1)
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